BBO progress report July – Sept 2020
This report has been produced by participants of the BBO project

John and Chris have both started an Enterprise qualification, this will show off
their practical work and help evidence some of the activities they have done
while on the project.

Participants have started to work on the sensory garden through adding
structures that have been made from recycled products and materials. These
have included left over decking boards, tubular metal table legs, 2 table tops,
wood and plants.
These materials have been used to make a sensory wall, a chime bar and
mosaic table.

Participants have been supported to re- look at their person- centred plans and
to look at setting new goals to support them to achieve new skills.

We are supporting some participants to take the responsibility of completing
work related activities within FACET.

There are still a number of participants who are not confident attending either
through shielding or ongoing concerns and anxieties.
We are continuing to provide remote support until they feel comfortable to
return.

Andrew finished upcycling a chair for FACET. He has rubbed it down and
stained the wood. We also found material in the art department to cover the
seat and back.

Emma completed her Entry level 3 Qualification
in Enterprise. She has used I.T and practical skills
and activities to complete this.

We completed the sensory garden. John and Christian added the plants around
the structures and the table was fitted to its base. This will continue to support
participants’ skills through maintenance and gardening as well as providing an
outside area for all the students to use and enjoy.

Chris and Jordan have started to upcycle a table in woodwork using sanders.

Andrew and John have also started to upcycle 3 chairs between them and are
currently sanding these down.

